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ACTS
No Other Name; No Other Choice
Acts 4:1-22

4 Different Responses to the Name of Jesus:

 _______________ and faith

 ____________ reception and interest.

 ______________ and avoidance.

 ______________ and ____________.

Light and ____________ / truth and ______ are not friends. (John 3:19-20)

If we are not ever experiencing pushback, you are no threat to the ________.

Why do we proclaim the name of Jesus? (Acts 4:5-12)

We preach the name of Jesus because there is ____________________, there is no 
other way, there is no other ______ for humanity. It is a choice between ___________ 
and ___________. ________ and deception.

Where does our confidence / power come from?

The __________________! This validated everything Jesus had taught and promised 
about himself and the redemption of people. This sets Christianity apart from 
all religions of the world. Our leader lives and reigns! And we ________ in his 
resurrection!

The ________________. The Acts of the Apostles suggests that in circumstances of 
need, of stress, of trial, of persecution, the Spirit comes, and He ___________, gives 
________, and supernatural ____________.

What do we preach? 

The _________________ of Jesus! Jesus as the fulfillment of _____ God’s promises for 
man’s _______________. 

The death, burial, and __________________ of Jesus.

_______________ from sin and false sources of faith for salvation: self, religion, 
success, works.

________ in the work and person of Jesus!

What motivates fearless faith?

Full _______________ in the truth. This includes study, knowledge, and logical 
conclusions about the ________.

____________ life transformation resulting from the grace work of Jesus and the 
experiencing of the constant, overwhelming love and presence of God.

_______________, responsive love and grateful loyalty naturally produced in an 
intimate relationship with Jesus.

Fearless faith comes from a ______ made up and a ________ sold out! ________ and 
___________ together are a dangerous threat to the devil of hell.


